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I~ Our instances can’t be viewed as containers of information teday.
This means
~ that it is ver~ difficult to implement indexluS and content querying.

The

~system w~id be forced into unders~xlln~ file formats {we know this
s not

~ workable).

All t~at is needed to solve this problem is a standardized set of                  :.
methods for enumerating c~ntent terms and positions that any file type
could supply as a dll. There is no need for the system ~o understand
file formats. We don’t need an oo framework to solv~ the content
index/us problem tod~y.

This solution is obvious. There are problems related to concurrency
control/deadlock and in-memory i~stances. Solve the firs~ and ignore the
last (that is the file ~ystem way). ~ ~:

o
Print/Lng/r~ndering can be done the same ~ay. The same approach makes
print servers for the dlffarent file formats trivial and viable for
multitasking. Our products don’t do it this way because i} we like waiting
for the h~urglass or 2} we think that the print code is ~uch faster beins
memory based. By the time networks are in the picture 2) is less of an
issue.

Y~u do enough of these OO interfaces as above a~d you have an OO framework a~d
an architecture.

I suppose that I should have said L&E was not a complete architecture instead
~f real. L&E is really centered around ~he container/concainee relationship

~d not the nature of the container itself. We ar~ lookins at ways ~o increase
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the flexibility of the container/contalnee relationship that has simple yet
seful appli~ation to compound documents - like hyper~ext, animation,

annotation.

The content and enumeration protocols are independent of the L&E. Along
with the L&E work we suppor~ protocol negotiation that w~tld allow content
i~formation to be passe~ along the activated link. I thought that this work
w~s being done in the data storage task force and document library.

Frc~ darrylr Wed Aug I 09:48:46 1990

CO: billg mlkemap tonyw
SubJeo~: Re: GO threat
Date: Wed A~g 01 09:45;24 1990
Mail-Flags: 0000

>~ gregw T~e J~l 31 23:56:47
TO: billg darrylr Jeffr mlkemap
Co: bradsi Jabe~ lloydfr tonyw
Subject: Re: GO threat

Date: T~e Jul 31 23:42:48 1990

The L&E stuff was no~ meant to be a r~al architecture.

don’t what this kind of s~atem~t ~Is. L&E is the whole ~y ~t                ~’~
we’r~ going to implement c~a~d doc~E~.zlt featluces for the ~ex~ 2-4
years. The in si~u L&E en~ensions ar~ supposed to make this work
as seamlessly for the user as anything based on a ,real, architecture.
Additions to the design to handle ~hings llke hyperllnkln~ are trivial
and we need to do them. If we view the design as Just a hack then of
course we’ll never look at it the right way and fix it to do what we
need. -If we view it as .the strategic way that non-oo apps participate
in the oo world, we can smooth ~ut the rough spots in the design and                -:
make it good. As Zar as ~V’s ar~ c~cerned in the foreseeable ~uture,
l&e will *be¯ our r~al architecture.

O~r instances can’t be viewed as containers of information today.                   ’

~ that it is very difflc~It to implement indexing and content querying.

The

~system would be forced into understanding file formats (we know this
s not

workable|.
All than is needed to solve this problem is a s~andardized set of
methods for enumerating content terms and positions that any file type
c~uld ~upply as a dll. There is no need for the system to understand
file formats. We don’t need an oo framework to solve the con~ent
indexing problem today.                                            X 188561
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I Once we’h~ve implemented enough interesting data types and viewers

I o~r O0 frameworks and interfaces, there is no need for DOS and
Windows as
I we kn~w it. Instead, the file system can be replaced by a simple
memo ry
~ manager with a back-lns stor~ to yield persistence. The notion of

~rocesses
and app11cations disappears replaced by a single addrass space with

concurrent
~ threads of activity.

This may work in a snandalmme enviroument like a notebook c~mputer,
but nobody has ever flgur~d out how to make it work in a netwurk
environment where y~u need access to di~_rse remote resources,
wl~h sharlns and security controls. I dun’t assume y~u’re mean to
imply our network and s~rndalone envlr~mments sh~/Id be dlffer~nt.

~ GO (or any new platform} is going to have a hard time a~ing
these 3 issues.
I They are c~mpletely dependent on making the hardware platform

I soon after the initial introductions.

I ’re read ~hat they are backing away fr~ selling hardware and are
instead trying to license their software no hardware oems. If
is tr~e they are becoming a~o~her systems software company. That
makes the threat a io~ more real.

¯ ~ the response we need to the Go threat is to make sure we have
a response in our software to anything that people will like about
theirs. The stuff ab~t hyperlinks and sorting will need to be
addressed. Could t~ny spend s~me time understanding what
Go has done and, in conjunction with bill’s earlier feedback on l&~,
prepare a llst of reccmmendatlons for l&e.
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